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The 2001 Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, Modern Issues 1961-2001
Offers information on the American Silver Eagle coin, including its history in the U.S. Bullion Coin Program, a date-by-date study of the coin, and other U.S. Bullion coins and medals.
Covering every single national note issued from 1861 to the present, including Confederate currency, a completely illustrated price guide to U.S. currency includes more than six thousand updated prices, along with tips on trading and collecting and a glossary of monetary terms. Original.
American Silver Eagles
Double Dimes - the United States Twenty-Cent Piece
Paper Money of the United States
The Garage Sale Millionaire
Coin Collector's Handbook
From creative minds worldwide have come fantasy coin issues never listed in any other comprehensive reference. Unusual Coins includes thousands of issues spawned from the non-circulating legal tender boom, but not fitting into the realm of legitimate coinage. Here you'll find coins used by the inhabitants of Middle Earth in The Lord of the Rings. These are real coins, created by Tom Maringer of Scottsdale, Ark., based on
reference to coins in the trilogy. Unusual World Coins features: • Expanded Page Count: to accommodate over 7,000 photos • Clear images of coins • Detailed descriptive listings • Over 12,000 accurate market values About the Author George Cuhaj is an experienced and accomplished numismatist and researcher. An avid collector with a passion for this hobby, he is closely aligned with leaders in the field. A past president of the
American Medalic Sculpture Association, he is a frequent instructor at the American Numismatic Association's Summer Seminars. George is also editor for The Standard Catalog of World Paper Money series. Thomas Michael holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in history and a Master of Arts degree in economics. He has more than 20 years of experience researching and reporting on world coin prices and market trends.
All known varieties of the Morgan and Peace silver dollars are covered in this guide. Their availability and price have made them one of the most widely collected silver dollars in contemporary collecting and investing.
Winner of the 2009 NLG Best World Coin Book Award!
2022 US Error Coin Guide
100 Greatest U.S. Coins
The Cherrypickers' Guide to Rare Die Varieties
Comprehensive Catalog and Encyclopedia of Morgan and Peace Dollars
A Complete Illustrated Guide with Valuations
World's Greatest Mint Errors

The updated sixth edition of A Guide Book of United States Paper Money includes an engaging history of the paper currency of the United States. Every federal note"€"from the ultra rare Demand Notes of 1861 to the lunch money in our wallets today"€"is described and cataloged in detail. Fascinating narrative captures the romance and history of American paper money, and also
explores recent developments in the hobby and market, including the newest $100 bill and proposed redesigns of our currency with the portraits of famous American women. The book combines the hobby-standard Friedberg numbering system with retail values and hundreds of high-resolution, full-color photos. With updated and revised content, the sixth edition joins the critically
acclaimed first through fifth editions, which have solidly established this book's reputation as a popular and best-selling hobby reference. Features include: More than 20,000 market values; quantities printed; all federal series, plus Fractional Cur
Subtitle from cover: A complete history and price guide.
This ninth edition of one of the most comprehensive references for modern world paper money includes current market values for more than 10,600 notes in three grades of condition and over 7,200 photos and illustrations. 8-page color insert.
Saint-Gaudens Double Eagles
Official Blackbook Price Guide To United States Paper Money 2009
Complete Source for History, Grading, and Prices
The 2001 Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, Modern Issues 1961-2001
A Guide to the Most Spectacular Major Mint Error Coins
A Guide with Prices
In the third edition of the best-selling and award-winning 100 Greatest U.S. Coins, numismatic author Jeff Garrett takes the reader on a personal guided tour of the nation's greatest coinage. "Each of the 100 Greatest was voted into place by leading coin dealers, researchers, and historians," says Whitman publisher Dennis Tucker. Inside the reader
will find prized and seldom-seen rarities - the unique and high-valued pieces that collectors dream about, like the 1913 Liberty Head nickel and the 1804 dollar (the "King of American Coins"). The book also explores more readily available and widely popular coins: pieces so beautiful or with such strange and facinating stories that everybody wants
one. By Jeff Garrett. Hardcover, 144 Full Color Pages, Metallic-Foil Cover.
A volume of almost 35,000 words, with upwards of 100 illustrations, consisting of three papers that complement each other beautifully and give a sound introduction to the beginnings of the study of Chinese numismatics, focusing on the 19th century. A Short History of Chinese Numismatics in Western Languages - Helen Wang A run-through of
publications on Chinese numismatics to 1900 - giving information about the authors, their occupations, motivations and areas of interest. A good background to the subject, and includes information on where to find bibliographies etc. 15,200 words. Currencies of Ancient China from their Origins to the Late Empire - Francois Thierry, translated from
the French by Helen Wang and Lyce Jankowski Also the title of Francois Theirry's award-winning book, published in 2017 - the result of having worked for decades as the curator of Asian coins in Paris. The author notes how Europeans sometimes understood Chinese money and sometimes got it completely wrong. 8,460 words. Numismatic
Friendship: Social Networks of Numismatists and Coin Collectors During the Late Qing Dynasty - Lyce Jankowski, translated from the French by Lyce Jankowski and Helen Wang Also the title of the author's book published in 2018, and a very important piece of work. It shows the world of Chinese collectors of Chinese coins, their networks and
motivations. 11,200 + words.
The Large Print Edition of the Guide Book of United States Coins gives you all the content from the regular edition, shown 45% bigger! The Official Red Book(R)--A Guide Book of United States Coins--is 75 years young and going strong. Since 1946 collectors around the country have loved the book's grade-by-grade coin values, historical background,
detailed specifications, high-resolution photographs, and accurate mintage data. How rare are your coins? How much are they worth? The 75th edition of the Red Book tells you, covering everything from early colonial copper tokens to hefty Old West silver dollars and dazzling gold coins. You'll find 32,500+ prices and auction records for nearly
8,000 coins, tokens, medals, sets, and other collectibles. You'll also round out your education in classic and modern commemoratives, Proof and Mint coins, error coins, Civil War tokens, Confederate coins, Philippine coins struck under U.S. sovereignty, private gold, all the latest National Park quarters, Native American dollars, American Innovation
dollars, bullion coins (silver, gold, platinum, and palladium), and more.
An Introduction to the World of Coins: Golden Edition
Chinese Numismatics
Whitman Guide to Coin Collecting
The Early Paper Money of America
A Guide Book of United States Coins 2016: The Official Red Book Limited Leather Edition
The Official Guide to Coin Grading and Counterfeit Detection

Stylish all purpose notebook. Simple lined sheets make it easy to use for anything you want to write.
An updated guide for coin collectors sets standards for grading all U.S. Mint coins, including an all-new section on how to grade America's fifty state quarters, tips on analyzing counterfeits, and more than six hundred illustrations and photographs. Original. 10,000 first
printing.
Rusty Goe's new three-volume set, The Confident Carson City Coin Collector, provides a time-capsule glimpse of all the knowledge available for discovery about the Carson City Mint's history and the coins that have survived from that place leading up to the 150th
anniversary (2020) of the mint's opening in January 1870. Just about anything anyone would want to know about the mint and its coins can be found in these three volumes. Three hardback volumes, 8.5" x 11" in dimensions. The page count for all three volumes is approximately
2,500. Color images fill numerous pages; at least one zoomed image (obverse and reverse) of all 111 date-denominations with the "CC" mintmark. Historical Setting narratives are included for every year of the Carson City Mint's coinmaking years (1870 - 1893). Coin
Commentary sections provide extensive studies of all Carson City silver and gold date-denominations; surviving population data, pedigrees, pricing, and auction appearances are all updated as of year-end 2018. This three-volume set provides all that everyone wants to know
about the Carson City Mint and its coins. The Confident Carson City Coin Collector will serve as the definitive reference work about the Carson City Mint and its coins for decades to come.
Professional Coin Grading Service
Canadian Government Paper Money
Guide Book of Franklin and Kennedy 3rd Edition
A Guide to the U.S. Bullion Coin Program
As Illustrated by the Phillip H. Morse and Stephen Duckor Collections
Paper Money of the United States, 21st edition
This guide is for the novice collector desiring to gain knowledge about error coin collecting. Coin collecting can fun and rewarding. Searching bankrolls and pocket change are the most common methods of finding error coins. Obtaining coins from a reputable source, a
certified coin dealer, or a credible auction site ensures coins are authentic and graded correctly. There is no other error coin guide available with over 1,000 validated listings with detailed photos of all error types with descriptions. Included in this guide:
-Identifying valuable coins, coin errors, and collecting basics. -Error coin tools -Key numismatic terms -Detecting variations and worthless strikes -Coin error definitions with photographs. -Glossary -About the author
Features information available only to auction and dealer networks &break;&break;Responds to intense market demands, driven by collectors capitalizing on recent auctions involving distinguished collections &break;&break;Diverse audience: experienced collectors, history
buffs, educators, and museum curators &break;&break;A recent surge in this paper money arena provides a ready-made audience for a new edition of this one-of-a-kind book. Top-dollar auctions are putting more Colonial American paper money into collectors' hands, creating a
wealth of collectors seeking a new edition of the definitive guide - The Early Paper Money of America. This is the collector's best choice, because it: &break;&break;Offers 1,100+ detailed, high quality illustrations investors, history enthusiasts, re-enactment groups and
educators can turn to identify issues &break;&break;Represents the most comprehensive guide to Colonial American paper money and early states issues &break;&break;Provides information not readily available to general paper money collectors &break;&break;This new edition
continues a tradition of reliability collectors of early American paper money respect.
The get rich guide to garage sale foraging and urban treasure hunting Garage sales, thrifts stores, and storage unit auctions can be gold mines for those who know what they're looking for, and The Garage Sale Millionaire gives readers everything they need to dig deep and
win big. Written by two expert collectors with more than sixty years of combined experience, the book is packed with need-to-know information and insider tips that would-be treasure hunters can use to track down hard to find lost treasures, hidden gems, and coveted
collectible items which, upon resale, can yield a fortune. Giving even the most inexperienced collector the skills and expertise to buy, value, and sell their way to success, the book shows how anyone can turn garage sale garbage into cash. Newly revised and updated, The
Garage Sale Millionaire also explains how to get the most bang for your buck when reselling—by holding the greatest garage sale ever. Presents exclusive insider tips on how to track down hidden treasures Reveals the best ways to resell at profit Explains how to use eBay &
Craigslist for profit Includes an in-depth glossary on collecting for on-the-go advice Explains how to make money at storage unit auctions & thrift stores Essential reading for anyone interested in collecting, bargain hunting, or just making some money, The Garage Sale
Millionaire will change the way you see garage sales forever.
Redbook 2022 Us Coins Large Print
A Guide Book of United States Coins 2008
Official Blackbook Price Guide to United States Paper Money 2010
The Coin Collector's Survival Manual
Large Cents, 1793-1857
Make Money with Hidden Finds from Garage Sales to Storage Unit Auctions and Everything in Between
Explains how to get started in coin collecting, how to grade and price coins and how to care for your collection.
Covering every national bank note issued since 1861, an up-to-date annual resource lists thousands of current national market prices while providing authoritative guidelines for how to buy and sell collectible pieces, a glossary of terms, and listings for paper money publications and organizations. Original.
The standard reference on American currency, internationally acknowledged as the most comprehensive and universally recognized guide on the subject, illustrating and valuating all types of United States paper money. The fronts and backs of all classes and types of currency, from 3 cents to 10,000 dollars are illustrated in color, with text listing, describing and giving market values in up to seven states of preservation for every
variety of paper money ever issued. Also contains sections on Colonial and Continental currency and a listing by type of the issues of the Confederate States of America (1861-1864). Also chapters on error notes, encased postage stamps and postage envelopes. Paper Money of the United States has been an invaluable asset to currency collectors and numismatists since its first edition in 1953. It also possesses an appeal and
value of its own, not just to lovers of Americana and of the fine art of engraving, but to students of American history, finance and economics. Banks in America and throughout the world will find this book especially useful in that it makes possible the immediate identification of all obsolete but still legal tender paper money, while simultaneously giving a market valuation. It is a book which belongs in every library, public and private.
The Official Blackbook Price Guide to U.s. Paper Money 2008
Complete Source for History, Grading, and Values
A Guide Book of Hard Times Tokens
A Guide Book of United States Paper Money, 6th Edition
A Mercenary's Guide to the Rare Coin Market
Unusual World Coins
An authoritative manual for both novice and experienced collectors explores the latest trends in coin collecting, covering such areas as coin care, grading, investing, and identifying scams and fakes, and includes helpful advice on safeguarding one's collection, buying and selling coins on the Internet, and more than two hundred photographs. Original. 15,000 first printing.
The comprehensive reference to U.S. Twenty-cent pieces. The culmination of 30 years of research on the series, this book is the comprehensive reference on the short-lived twenty-cent piece. With nearly 400 photographs, this highly-illustrated reference provides extensive coverage of varieties and every known die marriage, including die states, emission sequences, and rarity ratings. The book provides the collector with a wealth of new
information never before published, and hopes to instill enthusiasm in new collectors. Other topics include the history of the series, patterns, a discussion on misplaced dates, collecting the series, grading, errors, exonumia, and survival estimates. A few interesting anecdotes round out the book with stories of discovery.
Money of the Bible
A Guide Book of United States Paper Money
1900-1907
A Guide Book of Morgan Silver Dollars
American Political and Commercial Tokens of the 1830s and 1840s
National Bank Notes
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